The feather forecast is always favorable when *Birds in Art* is on view. Whether the subjects are backyard feeder favorites or exotic species from around the world, an international cast of artists interprets avian themes and habitats employing diverse styles and mediums. Art lovers and bird lovers alike always find something to crow about as they discover the harmony and serenity or the power and tension that infuse these artworks.

*Birds in Art*® is a juried exhibition organized by the Woodson Art Museum. Attracting hundreds of artists from around the world, the exhibition has toured annually since 1979.

**Number of works:** 50 paintings and works on paper, 10 sculptures; title panel, introductory panel, and label copy

**Running feet:** 250-350

**Exhibition period:** 8 weeks/shorter or longer periods possible

**Fees:** $7,500 (includes 100 fully illustrated catalogs) Prorated shipping

**Insurance:** Provided by the Woodson Art Museum

Works illustrated are from the 2013 exhibition; see additional images at www.lywam.org


Wendy Brockman, *October Treasure*, 2013, watercolor on Cowley’s veiny calfskin vellum

Robin Murray, *Still-life Mischief*, 2013, oil on hardboard
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